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Introduction: 
Depression, one of the fast growing mental disorder in the world, needs to be taken care 
of seriously & urgently. Medical science is putting its sincere effort to fight this disorder 
through medication. However if it is supplemented by some alternative therapies like 
psychotherapy, meditation or yoga therapy; we will surely get much better result to control 
the depression. The RAJYOG meditation, taught by BRAHMAKUMARIS, is also one the 
effective supplementary therapy to get relief from depression. Following meditation script 
may be useful for the purpose. 
If you identify several of the following signs and symptoms, you may be suffering 
from depression. 

Difficulty in Sleeping or Sleeping Too Much; Difficulty in Concentrating; Feeling of 
Hopelessness or Helplessness; Overwhelming and Uncontrollable Negative 
Thoughts; Loss of Appetite or Significant Increase in Appetite; Increase in Irritability; 
Aggression or Anger; Increase in Alcohol Consumption, if Drinking; Reckless 
Behavior; Thoughts That Your Life is not Worth Living 

Meditation Practice:   
                Sit in comfortable posture…. Start breathing deeply…. Inhale and exhale 
slowly…. When you inhale let your belly gradually come outward and when you exhale let 
your belly go inward….. Focus your attention on your breathing and try to sense the inward 
and outward flows of the air on the inner walls of your nostrils during inspiration and 
expiration respectively….. Hope you are sensing this….. Enhance your concentration on your 
breath and now try to experience the coldness of the air which you are breathing in and the 
warmness of the air which you are breathing out….. Hope you are experiencing this….. Now 
your mind is fully concentrated, stable and peaceful…..  

                  Now withdraw you attention from your breath and focus it as at the centre of 
your brain just behind the centre of the forehead…..  At this place visualize your own self in 
a form of a self-luminous point of light along with visualization of your own physical 
body….Now affirm along with this visualization “I am neither this physical body nor the 
subtle one… But I am a soul, a luminous point of light just like twinkling star… I am an 
eternal entity…My existence is since negative infinity and it will be sustain up to positive 
infinity as, I am an immortal soul… 

                    Basically & originally, I the soul, am peaceful….Peace is one of the most vital 
innate qualities of “I” the soul….Peace is my innate original nature…Peace is my   personal 
value… Peace is my SWADHARM … I am full of peace….Being the son of, ocean of peace, 



almighty SHIVBABA, I am the master ocean of peace…. The peace world, PARAMDHAM; 
comprising of sixth element, called BRAHM, is my original abode…. I being the resident of 
peace world how can I be peace less…. Here in the peace world, there prevails eternal 
golden red divine light &   complete stillness, silence and immense peace all around 
everywhere….. I, the peaceful soul, experiencing immense eternal peace here…    
                   Here my most beloved SHIVBABA, the ocean of peace, is just in front of me…. 
The powerful vibrations of peace & power are spreading all around from the divine star 
SHIVBABA ….Some of the vibrations are touching me also…. I am   experiencing profound 
peace & power in me…. I am fully absorbed in deep tranquillity….Now I am feeling fully 
charged with all powers….The powerful vibrations of peace & power  are radiating from 
me & spreading all around…. 

                   Along with this realization continue to affirm: “The course on spiritual science & 
RAJYOGA meditation, which I undertook in BRAHMAKUMARIS, has developed a  very 
sound spiritual wisdom in me….. I have gained a new positive sight & a new creative vision 
to look at my own self & the external world…..I have now sought natural tendency to see 
positive qualities even in a most negative person & to move forward even in most negative 
or adverse situation……Now I have enough wisdom, courage & enthusiasm to make the 
best out of every situation….I am able to see positive   under all circumstances…..My 
attitudes are now positive… I have learnt to evaluate every situation positively….I am now 
able to mould, adjust, accommodate myself to every person, to every situation…..I have 
now enough patience & tolerance to deal positively with every situation….. 

                    I have realised that I, the soul, am the son of my spiritual father, almighty God, 
SHIVA…..My concept regarding God is so clear now that I feel that almighty is always with 
me to guide……He is my strength….. Now I am also free from fear of any kind…..No 
situation, no circumstance, no event, no person can now make me unhappy without my 
consent…..I am now confident enough to face any adverse situation, event or 
circumstance, what so ever it may be in my life….My perceptions about the very purpose 
of my life is now so clear that I have fully regained my will power…..My attitude are so 
positive that I am now completely free from toxic, negative or wasteful thoughts…..   My 
sleeping cycle is just normal & now I am getting sound balanced sleep….I am able to 
concentrate on all of my daily activities…..Now my appetite is also normal…... I enjoy eating 
each of my meals….Lot more hopes have arisen in me now I am fully optimist…. 

               I am completely relieved from depression, as I am now enlightened & empowered 
by my spiritual father, my most beloved SHIVBABA….I am extremely thankful to you 
BABA…..”   

 Feel fine being with yourself & with the all mighty spiritual father SHIVBABA, where you 
are secure and safe.  
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